Single electron emission from the closed-tips of single-walled carbon nanotubes.
The single electron emission behaviors and characteristics from the well-defined quantized energy levels, corresponding to localized electronic states at the dome-structure tips, in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are investigated and illuminated by use of the energy level emission model in combination with the first-principles calculations on the electronic structures. Under the external electric field, the confined electrons are emitted simultaneously from each quantized energy level by virtue of the resonant tunneling effects. With increasing applied voltage, the emission current increases monotonically and exponentially up to the first peak value, and then steps into the increasing and decreasing "sawtoothlike" variations in sequence. The negative differential resistance or conductivity and the maximum current for SWNTs are simulated. The influences of localized electronic states and curvatures of the different closed tips on the single electron emission behaviors of SWNTs are evaluated and discussed. Also a few issues and applications relevant to electron emission of carbon nanotubes are addressed.